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Abstract— Coherent plane-wave compound imaging
(CPWCI) is used as alternative for conventional focused
imaging (CFI) to increase frame rates linearly with the
ratio number of imaging lines to steering angles. In this
study, the image quality was compared between CPWCI
and CFI, and the effect of steering angles (range and num-
ber) and beamforming strategies was evaluated in CPWCI.
In automated breast volume scanners (ABVSs), which suffer
from reduced volume rates, CPWCI might be an excellent
candidate to replace CFI. Therefore, the image quality of
CFI currently in ABVS and CPWCI was also compared
in an in vivo breast lesion. Images were obtained by a
Siemens Sequoia ultrasound system, and two transducers
(14L5 and 10L4) in a CIRS multipurpose phantom (040GSE)
and a breast lesion. Phantom results showed that contrast
sensitivity and resolution, axial resolution, and generalized
contrast-to-noise ratio (gCNR; imaging depths <45 mm)
were similar for most imaging sequences. CNR (imaging
depths ≥45 mm), penetration, and lateral resolution were
significantly improved for CPWCI (15 angles) compared
to CFI for both transducers. In CPWCI, certain combina-
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tions of steering angles and beamforming methods yielded
improved gCNR (small angles and delay-and-sum) or lateral
resolution (large angles and Lu’s-fk). Image quality seemed
similar between CPWCI and CFI (three angles incoherent
compounded as in ABVS) by visual inspection of the in vivo
breast lesion images.

Index Terms— Beamformer, breast imaging, coherent
compounding, conventional imaging, delay-and-sum (DAS),
plane-wave imaging (PWI), ultrasound (US) imaging.

I. INTRODUCTION

PLANE-WAVE imaging (PWI) is an ultrasound (US) imag-
ing technique [1], [2] to increase the frame rate compared

to conventional focused imaging (CFI) and can be used in
B-mode imaging and functional applications (e.g., elastog-
raphy, flow and Doppler imaging). In CFI [Fig. 1(a)], the
transducer transmits narrow-focused US beams and receives
backscattered US signals per beam. This acquisition scheme
is repeated such that an image can be reconstructed line-
by-line. In PWI [Fig. 1(b)], an array of elements transmits
simultaneously, forms an unfocused US beam, and receives
backscattered US signals per element. Next, the element
data are focused in receive to form image data by various
beamforming algorithms such as delay-and-sum (DAS) in the
temporal–spatial domain, and Lu’s-fk [3], [4] and Stolt’s-fk
[5] in the Fourier domain. Both Fourier-based methods benefit
from a reduced computational cost compared to adaptive
beamformers and commonly used DAS. Lu’s-fk and Stolt’s-
fk regard the received signals as integral and transform the
wavenumber via Fourier spectrum migration. The difference
between Lu’s-fk and Stolt’s-fk mainly lies in the spectrum
migration relation for the large lateral wavenumber.

In PWI, multiple image lines are obtained simultaneously
by a single transmit–receive event, whereas image lines are
obtained line-by-line in CFI. Therefore, the frame rate in PWI
theoretically can be increased with the number of imaging
lines obtained in CFI. However, the increased frame rate
comes at cost of reduced image quality due to unfocused
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Fig. 1. Schematic visualization of the recording of three US lines (∼192 in
reality and insonified area in gray) by (a) CFI, (b) PWI, and (c) CPWCI in
which US data of multiple steering angles are coherently compounded.

transmissions. To overcome this limitation, coherent plane-
wave compound imaging (CPWCI) was introduced in which
reconstructed US data of multiple steering angles are coher-
ently compounded to increase image quality in Fig. 1(d),
see [6], [7]. Compared to CFI, the frame rate in CPWCI
increases with the number of required imaging lines divided
by the number of required steering angles.

Some studies evaluated and compared the image quality of
CPWCI and CFI [6], [8], and however, only a limited number
of image quality parameters and settings were investigated on a
US research system instead of a clinical high-end system used
in practice. Contrast and lateral resolution were often only
evaluated. According to Thijssen et al. [9] and the European
guidelines for quality assurance in US [10], image quality
should be evaluated in terms of axial (Ax) and lateral (Lat) res-
olution (Res), penetration depth (PD), contrast resolution (CR),
contrast sensitivity (CS), and generalized contrast-to-noise
ratio (gCNR). Furthermore, a limited number of settings in
CFI and CPWCI are used in those studies. In CFI, one
focal depth is often only evaluated and compared to CPWCI,
while different depths are of interest for different clinical
applications. In CPWCI, multiple beamforming methods to
reconstruct image lines (e.g., DAS or Fourier-based meth-
ods), number of steering angles, and angular combinations
(e.g., 11 angles between −11◦ and 11◦ or between −5◦ and 5◦)
might affect image quality.

Another limitation of the earlier mentioned studies is that
the image quality was only evaluated in phantoms and not
in human tissue. In US breast imaging, CPWCI can be an
excellent candidate to replace CFI in automated breast volume
scanners (ABVSs) or similar hybrid tomosynthesis-ultrasound
scanners (HTUSs) [11] to decrease the relatively long scan
times (60–90 s), which leads to breathing artifacts (especially
in ABVS) and patient discomfort (by compression plates in
HTUS). In ABVS and HTUS, a translating transducer collects
US volumes of the whole breast facilitating US screening since
volumes can be evaluated afterward. Thus, there is an urgent
need to reduce scan times while preserving or improving
image quality, which can be facilitated by CPWCI.

The aim was to evaluate whether CPWCI can result in at
least similar image quality as CFI. Therefore, image quality
parameters (gCNR, ResAx, ResLat, PD, CR, and CS) as
defined in [9] and [12] were evaluated and compared between
CPWCI using different steering angle combinations [Fig. 1(c)]
and beamforming methods, and CFI at three focal depths
[Fig. 1(a)]. US data were acquired in a dedicated phantom for
image quality assurance using two transducers with different

center frequencies ( fc) connected to a high-end US system,
which is also used in clinical practice. In addition, we evalu-
ated how the performance of CFI and CPWCI in terms of
image quality translated into the clinical application breast
imaging. To evaluate the performance of CFI and CPWCI in
breast imaging, US images of a breast lesion were recorded
by both methods in a similar to the phantom evaluation. Since
incoherent compounding is commonly used in conventional
breast US imaging, incoherent compounded US images were
also recorded and evaluated. In incoherent compounding,
US images of multiple steering angles are combined after
postprocessing in contrast to coherent compounding in which
RF or IQ data are combined.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Data Acquisition

Channel data (demodulated IQ-data) were recorded by a
14L5 and 10L4 transducer connected to a prototype Sequoia
US system with research interface (Acuson Sequoia, Siemens
Medical Solution, Mountain View, CA, USA) using CFI at
three focal depths (d f ) and three steering angles (α: −11◦,
0◦, and 11◦) and steered plane-wave acquisitions. The mul-
tipurpose phantom (model 040GSE, CIRS, Inc., Norfolk, VI,
USA) used had an attenuation rate of 0.75 dB · cm−1 · MHz−1

similar to the rate of breast tissue [13]. The in-depth displaced
wires, grayscale cysts (−9, −6, 0, 3, and 6 dB), vertical
hypoechoic cysts, and homogenous part of the phantom were
used to analyze Res, CR and CS, CNR, and PD, respectively.
For PD, data were also recorded in air to capture electronic
noise. Impulse response measurements (−6-dB cutoff) were
used to determine the center frequency and the fractional
bandwidth of the transmitted Gaussian pulses. The angles
of the steered plane-wave acquisitions (αi) were in the
range [−16◦, 16◦] ([−0.28, 0.28] rad) and were calculated
(in radians) according to

αi = sin−1 (iλ/L), i = −nα/2, . . . , nα/2 − 1 (1)

where L, λ, and nα are the active array length of the transducer
(38.4 mm), the wavelength of the pulse, and the total number
of steered acquisitions, respectively [6]. The data acquisition
settings are summarized in Table I.

As recommended by the European guidelines for quality
assurance for US equipment [9], [10], all recordings were
repeated five times in the same phantom but with targets (wires
and cysts) at different lateral and elevational positions within
the transducer’s field-of-view (FOV) such that the speckle
between the repeated images was fully decorrelated.

B. Image Reconstruction

Channel data acquired by plane-wave acquisitions were
beamformed (two lines per pitch, same nonsteered grid for
every α) by DAS [14], Stolt’s-fk [5], and Lu’s-fk [3], [4]
algorithms. Data acquired by CFI were beamformed (two lines
per pitch) by DAS using the hardware of the US system. Ham-
ming apodization and dynamic focusing in receive (F-number;
10L4: 0.5, and 14L5: 0.8, based on element sensitivity) were
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TABLE I
DATA ACQUISITION SETTINGS, INCLUDING FOCAL DEPTH (df),

F-NUMBER (F#), SAMPLING (fs) CENTER FREQUENCY (fc ),
FRACTIONAL BANDWIDTH (FBW), MECHANICAL INDEX (MI),

AND ATTENUATED PULSE-INTENSITY INTEGRAL (PII3 )

applied in both software and hardware DAS algorithms. Angu-
lar weighting was applied in Stolt’s-fk and Lu’s-fk (angular
range; 10L4: ±44◦; and 14L5: ±32◦) to achieve similar
apodization as in DAS [15]. Beamformed plane-wave data
were coherently compounded using the smallest angles around
0◦ calculated by (1) (narrow range, N) or as equally as
possible distributed between −11◦ and 11◦ according to (1)
(wide range, W ). Next, power of the data was calculated, log-
compressed to decibel scale, and then scan converted to a
100 μm × 100 μm imaging grid to reconstruct US power
images for analysis. For visualization, the power images were
converted into an 8-bit gray-level image with 60-dB dynamic
range.

C. Image Quality Parameter Calculations

The quality of images by each acquisition and reconstruc-
tion type was evaluated as proposed by Thijssen et al. [9],
Kollmann et al. [10], and Rodriguez-Molares et al. [12],
although the power data instead of the final gray-level images
were used in this study to prevent a dependency on the
dynamic range.

1) Penetration Depth: PD is the maximal depth at which
the image signal and noise become equal [16]. Therefore,
the mean power was calculated for each depth using the
reconstructed power data obtained in the homogenous part of
the phantom (signal) and in air (electronic noise). The mean
signal and noise were smoothed using a moving average filter
(2 mm). The PD was defined as the depth at which the signal
and noise power differed by less than 0.24 dB (i.e., dynamic
resolution in an 8-bit US image with 60-dB dynamic range)
for at least 0.5 mm.

2) Generalized Contrast-to-Noise Ratio: gCNR [12], which
is robust against alterations in dynamic range by different
beamformers, was used as a quantitative measure for the
hypoechoic contrast at each imaging depth. First, the anechoic
lesions were annotated. Second, for each annotated lesion,
probability density functions were calculated for the power
values in the area within 80% of the lesion radius and in

the halo surrounding the lesion (inner and outer radius of
120 and 150%). Finally, the gCNR was calculated for each
lesion

gCNR = 1 − OVL (2)

where OVL is the overlap area between the two probability
density functions.

3) Contrast Resolution: CR, sometimes referred to as
gamma in the literature, is the number of gray levels to
describe an increase of 1-dB contrast [9]. As CR depends on
the dynamic range, the change of power (dB) of the beam-
formed signal to get an increase of 1 dB in contrast was used
instead of gray levels in this study. Therefore, the grayscale
disks were annotated similarly as for the quantification of
gCNR. For each repeated measurement, CR was estimated
from the slope between the mean power of each gray level
disk and its contrast disk level (dB) using linear regression
(least-squared error).

4) Contrast Sensitivity: CS is defined as the lesion signal-
to-noise ratio (SNRl ) at 3-dB contrast [17]. First, the power
values (dB) of each image that included a contrast disk were
converted to linear contrast levels by dividing the power by
the related CR and calculating the antilog. Next, the mean
contrast level in each lesion (contrast disk) and background,
including repeated measurements, was calculated (similar to
gCNR). The SNRL (or Mahalanobis distance) was calculated

SNRl = |�μl��μb�|/
√(

σ 2
μl + σ 2

μb

)
(3)

where �μl� and �μb� represent the assembly averages and �σ 2
μl�

and �σ 2
μb� are the variances of the mean contrast level in each

lesion with the same contrast (l) and its background (b) of the
repeated measurements, respectively.

The SNRl and its absolute contrast disk level were fitted to
a linear model (least-squared error) to estimate the SNRl at
3-dB contrast and its standard deviation [9].

5) Resolution: ResAx and ResLat were calculated based on
the signals obtained from the wires orthogonal to the imaging
plane. The positions of the wires were manually annotated
and the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the axial and
lateral point-spread function (−6 dB) was calculated for each
annotated wire using the reconstructed power data [18].

D. Statistical Analysis

For each image quality parameter and transducer, repeated
measures ANOVA (SPSS Statistics 25, IBM, Armonk, NY,
USA) was used to compare the means across the imaging
methods based on the repeated observations. When significant
(p < 0.05), marginal means were compared (Bonferroni
confidence interval adjustment; p-value: 0.05). The methods
CFI (d f : 10, 36, and 62 mm) and CPWCI (nα = 15; wide
and narrow angle range; and DAS, Stolt’s-fk, and Lu’s-fk)
were compared.

E. Patient Measurement

The measurement protocol was approved by the local insti-
tutional ethical committee (CMO Radboudumc, project num-
ber CMO 2021-7421). In this study, data were acquired in one
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Fig. 2. B-mode images (38.4 mm × 100 mm; 60-dB dynamic range) by 14L5 of (a)–(i) hypoechoic cysts and wires (j)–(r) using CFI with focal
depths at (a) and (j) 10, (b) and (k) 36, and (c) and (i) 62 mm and CPWCI reconstructed by (d), (e), (m), and (n) DAS, (f), (g), (o), and (p) Lu’s-fk, and
(h), (i), (q), and (r) Stolt’s-fk and 15 steering angles (d), (f), (h), (m), (o), and (q) widely and (e), (g), (i), (n), (p), and (r) narrowly distributed.

patient with a palpable breast lesion (cyst). The patient gave
written informed consent. The US data were acquired at the
Radboud University Medical Center (Radboudumc, Nijmegen,
The Netherlands) by an experienced radiologist. Images were
reconstructed as described in Sections II-A and II-B. Next
to the CFI (single angle) and CPWCI images, incoherent
compounded images were reconstructed. In CFI, similar to in
clinical systems, three images with different steering angles
(−11◦, 0◦, and 11◦) were combined after scan conversion.
In CPWCI, three images were reconstructed by coherently
compounding of three sets of five steering angles ([−13, −9],
[−2, 2], and [9, 13]; steps of 1◦) and also incoherently
compounded. The images for the various acquisition sequences
and beamforming methods were compared quantitatively.

III. RESULTS

B-mode images of the hypoechoic cysts and wires acquired
by all imaging methods can be seen in Figs. 2 and 3. The
images of the cysts and wires were used to calculate the
gCNR, and ResAx and ResLat, respectively. CR and CS were
calculated by the contrast disks in the phantom (partly visible
at 30 mm depth in Figs. 2(a)–(i) and 3(a)–(i) and PD by
recordings in the homogenous part of the phantom and air.
In this section, the results in terms of the aforementioned
image quality parameters are described for each acquisition
type (CFI and CPWCI) and transducer (14L5 and 10L4).
For CPWCI, the effect of nα, widely (W ) and narrowly (N)
distributed steering angles, and beamforming method (DAS,
Stolt’s-fk, and Lu-fk) is also presented.

A. Penetration Depth

Analyzing the 14L5 results, the PD of CPWCI (DAS)
increased with nα regardless of the angular distribution

[Fig. 4(a)]. PD by CPWCI (nα ≥ 15) ranged between 64 and
80 mm was significantly larger than CFI (d f = 36 mm)
and seemed almost independent of the applied beamforming
method [Fig. 4(b)]. To reach a similar PD in CFI as CPWCI
(nα ≥ 15), d f has to be increased to at least 36 mm. For the
10L4 [Fig. 4(c) and (d)], the PD was larger than 100 mm for
all methods and nα , except CFI (d f = 10 mm), which had a
PD of 97–100 mm.

B. Generalized Contrast-to-Noise Ratio

As visualized in Fig. 5(a), the average gCNR (all cysts
above maximum PD) of CPWCI increased with nα for the
14L5 and exceeded the gCNR of CFI (d f = 36 mm) for
nα ≥ 15 for both W and N distributed angles. Analyzing the
different beamforming methods and depths, the gCNR was
similar for all methods at 16 mm depth except for Lu’s-fk (W )
and Stolt’s-fk (W and N) methods in which the gCNR was
minorly decreased compared to the CFI methods. At a depth
of 44 mm, DAS (N) outperformed all CFI methods, whereas
Stolt’s-fk and Lu’s-fk only outperformed CFI (d f = 10 mm).
At 68 mm, the gCNR was similar and close to zero for
all methods except CFI (d f = 62 mm) and DAS in which
the gCNR was increased. Visual inspection of the B-mode
images (Fig. 2) revealed that anechoic lesions could indeed
still be noticed in CFI (d f = 62 mm) and DAS, which was
expected given the PD [Fig. 5(b)]. The gCNR seemed slightly
increased comparing N and W distributed angles. The 10L4
transducer revealed similar results. The gCNR was similar to
CFI (d f = 36 mm) and CPWCI (nα ≥ 5) for both W and
N distributed angles [Fig. 5(c) and (d)] and all beamforming
methods resulted in similar CNR at 17 and 45 mm except CFI
(d f = 10 mm). At 69 mm, CPWCI had an increased gCNR
compared to CFI except for CFI (d f = 36 mm) in which
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Fig. 3. B-mode images (38.4 mm × 100 mm; 60 dB dynamic range) by 10L4 of (a)–(i) hypoechoic cysts and (j)–(r) wires using CFI with focal depths
at (a) and (j) 10, (b) and (k) 36, and (c) and (i) 62 mm and CPWCI reconstructed by (d), (e), (m), and (n) DAS, (f), (g), (o), and (p) Lu’s-fk, and
(h), (i), (q), and (r) Stolt’s-fk and 15 steering angles (d), (f), (h), (m), (o), and (q) widely and (e), (g), (i), (n), (p), and (r) narrowly distributed.

Fig. 4. Overview of the PD of all methods using (a) and (b) 14L5 and (c) and (d) 10L4 with (a) and (c) PD plotted against the number of steering
angles (nα) by CPWCI using DAS beamforming and widely (W, dashed line) or narrowly (N, solid line) distributed angles and the PD of CFI
(df = 36 mm) visualized as a reference in blue and with (b) and (d) PD plotted for CFI (df = 10, 36, and 62 mm) and CPWCI (nα = 15; W and N
distributed) and beamformed by DAS, Lu’s-fk, and Stolt’s-fk. The error bars in both graphs [and blue dotted lines in (a) and (c)] represent the mean
PD and standard deviation by the five repeated measurements. The asterisk (∗) indicates a significant difference (p ≤ 0.05) in PD comparing all CFI
and CPWCI methods; the statistical results of the three CFI methods compared to the CWPCI methods are only visualized.

gCNR was similar. The gCNR was slightly increased using N
instead of W distributed angles, especially at lower depths.

C. Contrast Resolution

CR describes the increase in image intensity (power) when
contrast increases by 1 dB. As can be seen in Fig. 6(a),
CR increased with nα from 1.08 to 1.25 in CPWCI (nα ≥ 7)
and was larger than CFI (d f = 10). The differences between
CPWCI methods [Fig. 6(b)] were minimally varying between
1.18 (Stolt’s-fk-N) and 1.23 (DAS-N). For CFI (d f = 36 mm),
the contrast disks were in the focal spot (Fig. 2), which might
explain the increased CR compared to the other CFI methods.
Although CR differed between methods, the effect on the
image quality would be nontrivial. Assuming an 8-bit image

and 60-dB dynamic range, CR of 1.05 (CFI, d f = 10) and
1.23 (DAS-N) would lead to 4.5 and 5.2 gray levels (rounded
to 5), respectively, to describe 1-dB contrast. For the 10L4
transducer [Fig. 6(c) and (d)], CR was in the same range
(1.10–1.27) for all methods. This range merely overlapped
with the ranges found by the 14L5.

D. Contrast Sensitivity

CS is the lesion SNRl at 3-dB contrast. The SNRl was
calculated similar to the CNR for hypoechoic lesions but using
the antilog of the image power (see Section II) and thus is
linearly related to the contrast level (in a decibel scale). The
CS was independent of nα in CPWCI [Fig. 7(a) and (c)] and
most methods [Fig. 7(b) and (d)] for both transducers, except
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Fig. 5. Overview of the gCNR of all methods using (a) and (b) 14L5 and (c) and (d) 10L4 with (a) and (c) gCNR (14L5 average of lesion at
16 and 44 mm; 10L4 average of all three lesions within the PD) plotted against the number of steering angles (nα) by CPWCI using DAS beamforming
and widely (W, solid line) or narrowly (N, dashed line) distributed angles and the average CNR of CFI (df = 36 mm) visualized as a reference in blue
and with (b) and (d) gCNR at three depths plotted for CFI (df = 10, 36, and 62 mm) and CPWCI (nα = 15; W and N distributed) beamformed by
DAS, Lu’s-fk, and Stolt’s-fk. The error bars in both graphs [and blue dotted lines in (a) and (c)] represent the mean gCNR and standard deviation of
the five repeated measurements and with (e) legend of (b) and (d). The asterisk (∗) indicates a significant difference (p ≤ 0.05) in gCNR comparing
all CFI and CPWCI methods; the statistical results of the three CFI methods compared to the CWPCI methods are only visualized.

Fig. 6. Overview of the CR of all methods using (a) and (b) 14L5 and (c) and (d) 10L4 with (a) and (c) CR plotted against the number of steering
angles (nα) by CPWCI using DAS beamforming and widely (W, solid line) or narrowly (N, dashed line) distributed angles and the CR of CFI
(df = 36 mm) visualized as a reference in blue and with (b) and (d) CR plotted for CFI (df = 10, 36, and 62 mm) and CPWCI (nα = 15; W and N
distributed) and beamformed by DAS, Lu’s-fk, and Stolt’s-fk. The error bars in both graphs [blue dotted lines in (a) and (c)] represent the mean CR
and standard deviation of the five repeated measurements. The asterisk (∗) indicates a significant difference (p ≤ 0.05) in CR comparing all CFI and
CPWCI methods; the statistical results of the three CFI methods compared to the CWPCI methods are only visualized.

for Stolt’s-fk and Lu’s-fk beamforming in CPWCI for which
CS was increased using narrowly distributed angles (14L5)
and both distributions (10L4).

E. Axial Resolution

ResAx is expressed as the axial full-width-at-half-maximum
(FWHM) of the phantom wires [Figs. 2(j)–(r) and 3(j)–(r)].
As can be observed in Fig. 8(a), the average FWHM in
CPWCI was independent of nα for 14L5. Almost all meth-
ods performed almost similarly at all depths [Fig. 8(b)].
As expected, FWHM decreased with imaging depth. For 10L4
[Fig. 8(c) and (d)], FWHM was similar for all depths except
CFI at d f of 62 mm, independent of nα , and increased with
depth. ResAx of the 10L4 was worse compared to that of the
14L5 as expected due to the longer transmitted wavelength.

F. Lateral Resolution

As can be observed in Fig. 9, ResLat was almost independent
of nα for both angular ranges in CPWCI for 14L5. In general,

CPWCI using widely distributed angles resulted in improved
ResLat compared to CFI outside the focal spot. In particular,
Lu-fk performed better at all depths independently of the angu-
lar range. Lateral FWHM decreased with depth for all meth-
ods. Similar results can be noticed for the 10L4 transducer.

G. Patient Measurement
In Fig. 10, B-mode images of a cyst reconstructed by CFI

and CPWCI are shown for both transducers. For CFI, images
are shown at a focal depth of 10 and 36 mm in which
the cyst was in and out of focus, respectively. DAS (N)
and Lu’s-fk (W ) were visualized since those methods result
in optimal gCNR and resolution, respectively. The images
by CFI (d f = 10 mm) and DAS (N) seemed to result
in similar image quality by visual inspection. As expected,
the contrast in Lu’s-fk (W ) was reduced compared to
DAS (N) and CFI (d f = 10 mm). However, the resolution
seemed to be improved by inspecting the speckle and small
(dot shaped) structures. The image quality of CFI (df 36 mm)
was inferior as the lesion was out of focus.
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Fig. 7. Overview of the CS of all methods using (a) and (b) 14L5 and (c) and (d) 10L4 with (a) and (c) CS plotted against the number of steering
angles (nα) by CPWCI using DAS beamforming and widely (W, solid line) or narrowly (N, dashed line) distributed angles and the CS of CFI
(df = 36 mm) visualized as a reference in blue and with (b) and (d) CS plotted for CFI (df = 10, 36, and 62 mm) and CPWCI (nα = 15; W and N
distributed) and beamformed by DAS, Lu’s-fk, and Stolt’s-fk. The error bars in both graphs [blue dotted lines in (a) and (c)] represent the mean and
standard deviation of the linear fit. Since the five repeated measurements were required for the linear fit to estimate CS, repeated measures ANOVA
could not be applied for CS to compare means.

Fig. 8. Overview of the axial resolution (ResAx) of all methods using (a) and (b) 14L5 and (c) and (d) 10L4 with (a) and (c) average axial
FWHM (14L5: 0–60 and 10L4: 0–90 mm depth) plotted against the number of steering angles (nα) by CPWCI using DAS beamforming and widely
(W, solid line) or narrowly (N, dashed line) distributed angles and the FWHM of CFI (df = 36 mm) visualized as a reference in blue, respectively; with
(b) and (d) FWHM at three depths plotted for CFI (df = 10, 36, and 62 mm) and CPWCI (nα = 15; W and N distributed) beamformed by DAS, Lu’-fk,
and Stolt’s-fk. The error bars in both graphs [blue dotted lines in (a) and (c)] represent the mean FWHM and standard deviation of the five repeated
measurements and with (e) legend of (b) and (d). The asterisk (∗) indicates a significant difference (p ≤ 0.05) in ResAx comparing all CFI and CPWCI
methods; the statistical results of the three CFI methods compared to the CWPCI methods are only visualized.

Since incoherent compounding is often applied in conven-
tional breast imaging, the B-mode images by that approach
were also compared. As can be seen in Fig. 10, the incoherent
compounded images seemed similar between CFI and CPWCI
(DAS-N) for both transducers.

IV. DISCUSSION

For the 14L5 transducer, a typical transducer used in breast
imaging (e.g., in ABVS), we showed that CPWCI (14L5,
nα ≥ 15) resulted in similar image quality to CFI and
even improved quality at increased depths. Compared to CFI,
CPWCI (nα ≥ 15) had an improved PD, gCNR (at lower
depths) and ResLat, and similar ResAx, gCNR, CR, and CS.
The choice of beamforming method and angular distribution
type in CPWCI can improve specific image quality parameters:
gCNR by DAS and narrowly distributed angles; CS by Lu’s-fk
or Stolt’s-fk and narrowly distributed angles; and ResLat by
Lu’s-fk and widely distributed angles. These results were
backed up by comparing CFI and CPWCI in a clinical case
(Figs. 10 and 11). Summarizing, CPWCI (nα ≥ 15) had an

improved frame rate, up to 38× in case of incoherent com-
pounding, compared to CFI while preserving image quality
and improving PD. It is expected that CPWCI will lead to
further improved image quality when used for volumetric
imaging (e.g., ABVS) as CPWCI dramatically reduces scan
times, and thus, the volumetric images will be deteriorated
less by breathing artifacts.

For the 10L4 transducer, similar results were found in
comparing CFI and CPWCI. In general, this transducer bene-
fitted from an improved PD [>100 mm, Fig. 4(c) and (d)]
compared to 14L5 [53–80 mm, Fig. 4(a) and (b)] at cost
of resolution. Switching from 14L5 with CFI to 10L4 with
CPWCI (nα = 15) resulted in an increased PD, improved
gCNR at increased depths (>30 mm) (Fig. 5), and similar CR
(Fig. 6), however, at cost of CS (factor 1.2×–2.4×, see Fig. 7)
and ResLat (397–484 μm, average at ≤60 mm depth, and CFI
(d f = 36 mm) compared to DAS-W, see Fig. 9).

In CPWCI, image quality parameters can be tuned by
the choice of angular distribution or beamforming method
(e.g., CS by choosing Stolt’s-fk or Lu’s-fk, reslat by Lu’s-fk,
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Fig. 9. Overview of the lateral resolution (ResLat) of all methods using (a) and (b) 14L5 and (c) and (d) 10L4 with (a) and (c) lateral FWHM
(14L5: 0–60 and 10L4: 0–90 mm depth) plotted against the number of steering angles (nα) by CPWCI using DAS beamforming and widely (W, solid
line) or narrowly (N, dashed line) distributed angles and the FWHM of CFI (df = 36 mm) visualized as a reference in blue; with (b) and (d) FWHM at
three depths plotted for CFI (df = 10, 36, and 62 mm) and CPWCI (nα = 15; W and N distributed) beamformed by DAS, Lu’s-fk, and Stolt’s-fk. The
error bars in both graphs [blue dotted lines in (a) and (c)] represent the mean FWHM and standard deviation of the five repeated measurements
and with (e) legend of (b) and (d). The asterisk (∗) indicates a significant difference (p ≤ 0.05) in ResLat comparing all CFI and CPWCI methods; the
statistical results of the three CFI methods compared to the CWPCI methods are only visualized.

and gCNR by narrow distribution), and however, this may
affect other parameters. A reader study in women with breast
lesions is required to investigate if those changes in image
quality by switching transducers will be beneficial in breast
cancer detection.

It is clear that PD was improved by all CPWCI methods but
was limited for CFI using 14L5. In CFI, the transmitted energy
is concentrated in the focus, and reduced energy is present at
depths behind d f , thus limiting PD. This can be noticed by the
increased PD when the focal depth was increased [Fig. 4(b)].
In PWI, energy is per definition more equally distributed
due to the lack of a focal spot, which resulted in reduced
energy throughout the imaging plane. This energy reduction
was compensated by compounding sufficient steering angles
in CPWCI. Consequently, PD was increased and image quality
was similar or even improved throughout the entire imaging
plane compared to CFI, which had the best image quality
around the focal spot and can be seen comparing CFI and
CPWCI in the in vivo case (Fig. 10). Because of the lower
fc, the PD using 10L4 was more than 100 mm for almost all
methods except for CFI with focal depth at 10 mm.

The gCNR at shallow depths (∼16 mm) was similar for
CFI and all CPWCI (nα ≥ 15) methods [Fig. 5(b)] for 14L5.
At intermediate depths (∼44 mm), CFI (d f at intermediate or
low depths) and CPWCI had similar contrast and DAS (N)
even outperformed CFI. In CPWCI, gCNR can be improved
by using narrowly instead of widely distributed angles
[Fig. 5(b) and (d)] or by increasing the F-number in DAS
or decreasing the angular filter range in the fk-methods. The
slightly reduced gCNR for wide compared to narrow angular
distribution can be explained by the reduction of element
sensitivity, thus decreasing SNR for increasing steering angles
used in compounding. In all approaches, the contribution
for signals received from large angles, and thus of signals
with reduced signal-to-noise ratios due to element directivity
reducing the CNR, is limited. For 10L4, CPWCI had improved
gCNR at large depths (69 mm) and all methods performed

similarly above 60 mm except for CFI (d f = 10 mm) because
of the relatively shallow focus.

Although the fk-methods had slightly reduced gCNR com-
pared to DAS, the CS was improved. This means that those
methods were more sensitive for small changes in contrast,
i.e., higher SNRl at 3-dB contrast but were performing less in
hypoechoic areas. As discussed before, gCNR in fk-methods
might be improved by using narrowly distributed angles or
decreasing the angular filter range. It is expected that the CS
will then also improve as the CS in fk-methods was only
improved using a narrow distribution for the 14L5. CS may be
related to the beamforming methods since both CFI (DAS on
hardware) and CPWCI using DAS had similar CS, whereas
CS using fk-methods was improved (Fig. 7). A CR seemed
method independent as it hardly differed between methods.
It might be mainly related to the transmit power of the
system, which was assumed to be equal for all methods and
transducers.

Compared to CFI, ResLat was improved in CPWCI using
widely distributed angles independently of nα , beamforming
method, or transducer, especially at lower depths (>50 mm).
This improvement in resolution compared to CFI and
CPWCI (N) can be explained by the insonification of large,
widely distributed steering angles (±11◦). Lu’s-fk resulted
in an improved ResLat compared to DAS, which may be
related to the derivation of Lu’s-fk, which is based on the
full-wave modeling of the acoustic wave propagation. With
a more comprehensive modeling manner, Lu’s-fk is probably
able to produce a better spatial resolution than DAS. ResAx

seemed independent of methods (CPWCI and CFI) although
CPWCI seemed to perform better around the maximal PD
[Fig. 8(b) and (d)]. Both ResAx and ResLat were dependent on
the transducer chosen (Figs. 8 and 9), which can be explained
by the increased wavelength comparing 14L5 ( fc = 9.0 MHz)
and 10L4 (fc = 6.4 MHz).

The above results were supported by the in vivo case
in which B-mode images of a cyst by CPWCI and CFI
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Fig. 10. B-mode images (dynamic range 60 dB, 32 mm × 20 mm) of a
cyst obtained by (a)–(e) 14L5 and (f)–(j) 10L4, and reconstructed by CFI
with focal depth at (a) and (f) 10 and (b) and (g) 36 mm; CPWCI with DAS
using (c) and (h) narrowly and (d) and (i) Lu’s-fk and (e) and (j) Stolt’s-fk
using widely distributed angles.

were obtained (Figs. 10 and 11). The images by CFI
(df = 10 mm) and CPWCI (DAS-N) seemed similar on visual
inspection, which was expected since the phantom results
revealed similar resolution and gCNR. The reduced gCNR
and improved Reslat in Lu’s-fk compared to DAS (N) can
also be clearly noticed by the reduced contrast of the cyst,
and smaller speckle and sharper structures, respectively. Those
similar findings in phantom and in vivo results were not trivial
beforehand. The speed of sound of the used phantom was
homogenous (1540 m · s−1), whereas it can vary in breast
between 1422 (fat) and 1487 (breast parenchyma) and can be
even over 1548 m · s−1 in breast cancers [19]. Especially in
CPWCI, differences in speed of sound may introduce artifacts
because of misalignments US data by different steering angles
in coherent compounding. However, those artifacts were not
noticed in the in vivo case.

CPWCI has high protentional to replace CFI in breast
imaging, especially in volumetric breast scanners (e.g., ABVS
and HTUS) in which 2-D images are obtained and processed

Fig. 11. Incoherently compounded B-mode images (dynamic range
60 dB, 32 mm × 20 mm) of a cyst obtained by 14L5 (a) and (b) 14L5
and (c) and (d) 10L4, and reconstructed by CFI with focal depth at
(a) and (c) 10 mm and (b) and (d) CPWCI with DAS using narrowly
distributed angles.

frame-by-frame. By implementing CPWCI (nα = 15), the scan
time can be reduced by a factor 13 and even 38 compared to
CFI by single angle and incoherent compounding, respectively,
in 192 channel system (e.g., ABVS). The image quality will be
preserved after implementation of CWPCI given the phantom
and the in vivo results in this study. It is even expected
that the image quality will increase by CPWCI as the scan
time can be reduced to less than 5 s and breathing artifacts
will be avoided. Another benefit of CPWCI is that image
quality is not dependent on the focal depth as it is in CFI,
which can be seen in comparing the two focal depths in
Fig. 10. Therefore, CPWCI is especially beneficial to ABVS
since the lesion depth is unknown beforehand. The elevational
transducer translation in ABVS was not evaluated in this study;
however, Holländer et al. [8] showed that translation speed
did not affect image quality up to a depth of 50 mm and speed
of 50 mm · s−1 (3-s scan time in ABVS). It is expected that the
image quality at larger depths will also not be affected because
of the increasing elevational beamwidth (slice thickness) at
lower depths.

To replace CFI by CPWCI, it is recommended to use
wider distributed angles since the small decrease in contrast is
compensated by a highly improved lateral resolution, which
is an important consideration to distinguish details in clin-
ical practice. Furthermore, large steering angles can reduce
shadowing artifacts by a wide-angle insonification beneath the
nipple or other wave-blocking structures. A trapezoidal field-
of-view (FOV) instead of a rectangular under the transducer
can also be reconstructed using large angles, and thus, breast
tissue close to the chest wall can be imaged in HTUS.

In breast imaging but also in general, it is advised to use
Lu’s-fk or DAS beamforming to focus on resolution or con-
trast, respectively. The advantage of DAS is that reconstruc-
tion can be performed on the system hardware, whereas the
fk-methods require powerful processing power (e.g., GPU) for
software reconstruction. If software reconstruction is required,
fk-methods may be beneficial given their smaller computa-
tional complexity compared to DAS. Lu’s-fk can be advised
to partly limit the loss in resolution when switching to lower
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fc to improve PD. fc can be lowered by switching transducers
(e.g., 14L5–10L4) or by increasing the wavelength of the
transmitted pulse that is limited by the bandwidth of the
transducer.

To solely compare the effect of the acquisition and beam-
forming methods, postprocessing (e.g., speckle reduction and
contrast enhancement) was not applied mainly because post-
processing is user and vendor dependent. Some postprocessing
steps may further improve the image quality and might be
required for an in vivo reader study, which will be the
next step. Clinicians are interested in, and used to, the final
processed images and are not used to evaluate nonprocessed
images that are often not optimized for visualization. There-
fore, the next step will be a reader study, including image
postprocessing to investigate whether CPWCI can replace CFI.
In addition, it can be investigated, in which tradeoff between
resolution and contrast is optimal in a similar study. Although
we compared CPWCI and CFI in an in vivo case, an extended
in vivo study is interesting to investigate further what the effect
is of different lesion types, speed-of-sound differences between
tissues, shadowing, and other in vivo-related artifacts.

V. CONCLUSION

In this study, we showed on a clinical high-end system that
the image quality was similar or even improved when applying
CPWCI (nα = 15) compared to CFI. Above 45 mm depth, the
CS, CR, ResAx, and gCNR were found similar, while the PD
and ResLat improved as well as the gCNR (below 45 mm).
In CPWCI, the distribution of angles and beamforming method
can be used to improve contrast (narrowly distributed angles,
DAS) or resolution (widely distributed angles Lu’s-fk). These
results were corroborated by comparing CFI and CPWCI in
a clinical case (i.e., cyst in breast imaging). To conclude,
CPWCI is showing increased PD and ResLat quality metrics,
and increased frame rates (up to 38×) compared to CFI.
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